
Semi finals session 2 

 

After the first session (of three) the scores were: 

Norway – Denmark  32 – 26 

Israel – Germany A 23 – 43  

 

Session 2 started with a quiet 4♠ for EW, yet Germany took an extra overtrick IMP and Norway even 

took 2 IMPs.  

 

 
 

Hegge showed 4+ hearts with 1♦ and 2♣ was spades and diamonds by Emil Buus Thomsen. Bakke’s 

DBL was support, showing 3-card heart fit. Signe Buus Thomsen passed 2♣ doubled first, but then 

raised to 3♦ when North bid 2♦. Hegge just bid 3NT now. With everything well-placed and declarer 

never tempted to finesse ♣ Queen over North 3NT made an overtrick.  

 

 
 

Dennis Bilde opened 1♣ and then also showed 3-card heart raise with DBL when North only 

overcalled 1♠, not a 2-suiter. He did not rebid NT over 2♠ with his singleton diamond, and Rasmus 

Jepsen now jumped to 5♣. Ellingsen led his partner’s suit and back came a heart won by the Ace. 

Bilde now just cashed ♣ Ace and King and only had to lose the ace of diamond. 1 IMP to Norway. 

 



 
 

Urman and Toledano for Israel also reached 3N after North showed her 2-suiter as well. NS -630. 

 

 
 

Tarnovski was the only North to open 2♠, weak and 2-suited. Vikjord reopened and Grünke went for 

the penalty, probably worried about diamonds for 3NT. Grünke led the ace of clubs, then switched to 

his singleton diamond, taken by the Ace. Declarer played heart from dummy and Vikjord went up with 

the Ace to return a trump. Tarnovski ducked and Grünke won the King. He next cashed the second 

club and returned a second trump. Diamond to West and heart ruffed by North followed. Another 

diamond from North on which Grünke pitched his heart. Vikjord won and played a heart now, so 

Grünke scored another trump. But that was it for the defense, declarer making six tricks for NS -300 

and 8 IMPs to Israel, closing in at 31 – 44.  

 

A slam was missed only by Bakke – Hegge for Norway on board 17, so Denmark took 11 IMPs there. 

Hegge was the only one to go down four instead of one on a 3NT on board 18. So another 4 IMPs to 

Denmark. On board 19 aggressiveness by Braun backfired a little:  

 

 



2♦ showed a very weak unbalanced hand with 4+ diamonds. Eggeling raised. Toledano now went very 

quiet with a nice 15-count. Though very balanced, it feels you miss too many good games when you 

pass those hands all the time. He was right this time however as all other tables reached 4♠ left to their 

own devices, which could not be made. 4 IMPs to Israel. 

 

Big swings followed next: 

 
 

Braun – Eggeling reached 3NT after South invited with 2NT and Eggeling felt she was worth the raise 

on what looks to be even a sub-minimal opening. Urman led a heart to the nine and Braun next gave 

up a spade, won by East. East returned a small heart which ran to the Jack and Queen. Two rounds of 

spades cleared that suit and declarer could afford to take the diamond finesse for the overtrick.  

 

 
 

Tarnovski and Argelazi safely stopped in 3♣. Also 10 tricks, but 11 IMPs to Germany A. 

 

In the other match both tables reached 3NT played by North, after South forced to game. East led a 

heart and both declarers played a spade towards dummy next. Dennis Bilde put in the Jack and that 

held the trick as Rasmus Jepsen did not overtake. Now Bilde had no good return. 3NT ran home now. 

At the other table Bakke did not put in a high spade, so Hegge as West won and played another heart. 

Emil Buus Thomsen now switched tactics and went after clubs rather than spades, finishing one down 

in the end. -100 and -630 meant 12 IMPs to Norway. 

 

 

 



 
 

Tarnovski and Argelazi had a jumpy auction to the interesting but poor slam. But when Grünke 

ducked the ace of spades declarer was short of tricks by two.  

 

 
 

Toledano used the vulnerability to preempt one higher, but was severely punished for it this time as 

South took the penalty. When the smoke cleared he was four down, NS +800.14 IMPs to Germany A. 

 

Bakke for Norway overcalled 3♠, but North did not re-open the bidding there, so it was 50-per-trick 

hand in the play. Only two down for NS +100. Dennis Bilde overcalled 2♠ at the other table and 

Ellingsen just jumped to 3NT for +630 and 11 IMPs to Norway. 

 

Israel won 3 IMPs on undertricks in 4♠ on the next board, which was a push in Norway-Denmark. 

 

Board 23 gave Denmark 7 IMPs back when Buus Thomsen managed to make 1NT with Eide going 2 

down vulnerable. Israel took 6 IMPs there for playing and making 1NT and 2♠ in different directions. 

  

On board 24 Urman – Toledano were the only pair staying out of 3NT holding:  

 



1♦  1♥ 

2♣  2♦ 

pass 

 

2♦ +1 against 3NT +1 was worth 8 IMPs to Germany A.  

 

Board 25 was a push in 4♠ +1 in Norway – Denmark, but Israel won 10 IMPs as Marie Eggeling went 

one off.  

 

Board 26 gave some action:  

 
 

The defense took their 6 obvious tricks for a cool +1100. That was a bit much against +620 in 4♠ from 

the other table. 10 IMPs to Denmark, snatching the lead at 58 -57. A push in the other match.  

 

Board 27 gave Israel another 7 IMPs as they stole the hand in 2♥, going 3 off with their team mates 

racking up 11 tricks in 3NT. Board 28 was a push, making the score after two sets 62 -77. 

 

The final two boards pushed in Norway – Denmark, making it a very close 57 – 58.  

 

Results after session 2: 

Norway – Denmark  57 – 58  

Israel – Germany A  62 – 77  

 

 


